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ABSTRACT Information about the interaction between nucleic acids and coat proteins in intact virus particles may be obtained by
studying the restricted backbone dynamics of the incapsulated nucleic acids using 31p nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectros-
copy. In this article, simulations are carried out to investigate how reorientation of a rod-shaped virus particle as a whole and isolated
nucleic acid motions within the virion influence the 31P NMR lineshape and transversal relaxation dominated by the phosphorus chemical
shift anisotropy. Two opposite cases are considered on a theoretical level. First, isotropic rotational diffusion is used as a model for
mobile nucleic acids that are loosely or partially bound to the protein coat. The effect of this type of diffusion on lineshape and transversal
relaxation is calculated by solving the stochastic Liouville equation by an expansion in spherical functions. Next, uniaxial rotational
diffusion is assumed to represent the mobility of phosphorus in a virion that rotates as a rigid rod about its length axis. This type of
diffusion is approximated by an exchange process among discrete sites. As turns out from these simulations, the amplitude and the
frequency of the motion can only be unequivocally determined from experimental data by a combined analysis of the lineshape and the
transversal relaxation. In the fast motional region both the isotropic and the uniaxial diffusion model predict the same transversal
relaxation as the Redfield theory. For very slow motion, transversal relaxation resembles the nonexponential relaxation as observed for
water molecules undergoing translational diffusion in a magnetic field gradient. In this frequency region T2e is inversely proportional to the
cube root of the diffusion coefficient. In addition to the isotropic and uniaxial diffusion models, a third model is presented, in which fast
restricted nucleic acid backbone motions dominating the lineshape are superimposed on a slow rotation of the virion about its length
axis, dominating transversal relaxation. In an accompanying article the models are applied to the 31P NMR results obtained for bacterio-
phage Ml 3 and tobacco mosaic virus.
INTRODUCTION
Phosphorus nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spec-
troscopy is a powerful technique for obtaining informa-
tion about structure and dynamics of the nucleic acid
backbone in intact bacteriophages and plant viruses. As
all phosphorus nuclei belong to the viral genome, infor-
mation about the nucleic acid backbone can be obtained
selectively, even though the virus particles largely consist
of proteins. Indeed, during the last 15 years 31P NMR
studies of various viruses have appeared in the literature.
In one class of studies, rapidly tumbling, mostly spheri-
cal viruses, such as the plant viruses alfalfa mosaic virus,
cowpea mosaic virus, tomato bushy stunt virus, and the
bacteriophages Qfl and MS2, have been investigated in
dilute solution by use of high resolution NMR spectros-
copy (1-4). In these studies conclusions about the dy-
namic behavior of the nucleic acids inside the virions
have been drawn from linewidths and relaxation times.
In other studies, solid-state NMR techniques have been
used to record 31p spectra of viruses in more concen-
trated solutions or viscous gels, such as tomato bushy
stunt virus and the rod-shaped tobacco mosaic virus
(TMV) and the bacteriophages Pfl and fd (3, 5-8).
From qualitative lineshape analyses conclusions were
drawn about motional frequencies and amplitudes,
which agree with the general picture evolved from dilute
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solution studies: nucleic acids inside virions do not un-
dergo large amplitude motions at frequencies higher
than 104 Hz and motional lineshape effects observed in
dilute solutions can be explained by overall motion of
the viral particle as a rigid body.
To interpret our 31P NMR results for bacteriophage
M13 and plant virus TMV in more detail, we have
carried out simulations ofthe 31P lineshape and transver-
sal relaxation for various types ofdiffusion with interme-
diate motional frequencies and amplitudes. As for phos-
phorus nuclei in biomolecular systems such simulations
have been carried out for phospholipid membrane sys-
tems (9, 10), but not for nucleic acids encapsulated in
viruses. Several diffusion models can be constructed to
explain the motional effects observed by NMR spectros-
copy. On the one hand, as in general a virion is a com-
plex structure of a nucleic acid molecule situated within
a protein coat, the observed 31P lineshape and transversal
relaxation may actually reflect a superposition of many
types of motion, such as overall rotation of the virus
particle as a whole and isolated backbone motions ofthe
nucleic acid inside. All these motions together may influ-
ence the lineshape and relaxation decay in a way roughly
comparable with random rotational diffusion in a vis-
cous solution. Similar assumptions were made in 31p
NMR studies ofDNA in solution (1 1, 12). In this arti-
cle, an isotropic diffusion model is set up and the effects
of this type of diffusion on the lineshape and transversal
relaxation will be presented. On the other hand, one may
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try to interpret the motional effects observed in 31p
NMR spectra and transversal relaxation in terms ofrigid
body motion. For rod-shaped viruses of the size of fila-
mentous phages (- 1 Atm length and 9 nm diameter) in
water, diffusion coefficients in the order of 104 and 10'
Hz can be calculated for diffusion about the length axis
and of the length axis itself ( 13). Rigid body rotation of
these rod-shaped viruses is thus well approximated by
uniaxial diffusion about the length axis. To show the
effect of this type of diffusion, we construct a uniaxial
diffusion model. In addition, we use alternative simula-
tion methods to check the limiting behavior of the iso-
tropic and the uniaxial diffusion model for fast and very
slow diffusion. In both diffusion models one single type
ofmotion is assumed to influence both the lineshape and
transversal relaxation. In general, the observed lineshape
and transversal relaxation may be dominated by differ-
ent motions. To study such a case we will test a simple
model, which combines slow motion of the virion as a
whole with fast motion of the phosphodiesters inside.
The application ofthese simulation models to the experi-
mental data will be treated in an accompanying article
( 14). In this article we present the theory of the simula-
tions and discuss the outcome and trends therein in a
general manner.
THEORY
In the presence of only Zeeman interaction, anisotropic
chemical shift, and rotational diffusion, 31P lineshapes
and transversal relaxation can be described by the posi-
tive and negative-helicity components iu ( Q, t)I+ ofthe
spin density operator p( Q, t), where Q denotes the orien-
tation of the principal axis system of the chemical shift
tensor in a laboratory frame with the z-axis parallel to the
magnetic field, t represents the time, and I+ and I are
the raising and lowering operators for a spin-/2 nucleus.
By assumption, the detectedNMR signal is proportional
to the positive-helicity component integrated over all
shift tensor orientations
4 = f dQ1+(Q, t). (1)
The positive and negative-helicity components obey part
of the stochastic Liouville equation ( 10, 15)
dge(i(40)+r,)tAO
S z)+(t)
') +(o) AO dQ (3)
As a ir pulse interchanges the positive and negative-heli-
city component, an echo produced by a ir pulse at time r
is given at a time 2ir + t by
E(2T, t) = ( )
dQe(iQo) +rn)(+t)e(-id')+rn)TA
1 (4)fo dd
(16). A "powder average" relaxation decay, i.e., the spa-
tial average relaxation curve of all orientations, is de-
fined for a series of r values by setting t = 0 in Eq. 4.
Although Eqs. 3 and 4 are formally correct, an appro-
priate method for dealing with the exponential operators
therein should be used to actually calculate free induc-
tion and relaxation decays. However, already from these
formal solutions it can be derived for many types ofmo-
tion, including the ones discussed in this article, that mo-
tion does not change the second moment of the line-
shape and causes nonexponential transversal relaxation,
which contradicts what is often assumed ( 17-19). This
contradiction becomes clear when Eqs. 3 and 4 are ex-
panded as Taylor series in t and r. respectively.
For types of diffusion which are nonorienting, i.e.,
lead to an isotropic distribution of spin density, and
which cannot create or annihilate net spin density, al-
though they can, of course, change "local" spin density,
the diffusion operator Fn satisfies the mathematical con-
ditions rF = 0, where 1 denotes the isotropic distribu-
tion, and rf(Q)> = 0 for any distribution function
f(Q). For example, for restricted diffusion, the latter
condition ensures that no loss of spin density occurs at
the boundaries. Any type ofmotion that fulfils both con-
ditions may be shown to change only third and higher
order terms in the Taylor series of the calculated free
induction decays and relaxation decays, as derived from
Eqs. 3 and 4
S(t) = So(t) + 2Bt3 + _ _ , (5a)
d8+(i t) = (±iw(Q) + FO)A+(Q, t),
dt
and
(2)
where w( Q ) denotes the combined Zeeman and orienta-
tion-dependent chemical shift interaction and rF is the
stochastic operator representing a specific type of rota-
tional diffusion. Combining Eq. 1 with the formal solu-
tion ofEq. 2 and assuming isotropic spin density at t = 0,
,u ( Q, 0) = uo (e.g., after a nonselective pulse), it follows
that the normalized free induction decay (FID) S(t) is
given by
E(2T, O) = 1 -B(2)3 + * * *, (5b)
with
B = ' (5c)
12 dQ
where So(t) denotes the FID in the absence of diffusion.
The constant B in Eqs. Sa, Sb, and Sc is positive, so that
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relaxation curves actually decay (sufficiently close to t =
0) and lineshapes are narrowed by motion. Eqs. 5a and
5b further indicate that diffusion does not change the
second moment of the lineshape and transversal relax-
ation is nonexponential. Obviously, this does not agree
with the common, experimentally confirmed assump-
tion that fast motion modulates the second moment ofa
lineshape and causes exponential relaxation. However,
higher order terms in the Taylor series become dominant
at larger values of t or T, especially for fast motions,
which may mask this disagreement and reduce it to a
purely theoretical detail. Although Taylor series provide
some information about lineshape moments and relax-
ation decays close to t = 0, they are not easily applicable
to simulate motional effects completely. Instead, we
have used different approaches, which will be explained
in more detail below.
Isotropic diffusion
The effect of isotropic diffusion on 31P lineshapes and
relaxation decays can be calculated by introducing the
spin density operator p(Q, t) as a function of the chemi-
cal shift tensor orientation Q = (a, 3, y) relative to the
laboratory frame and calculating this density as a func-
tion of orientation and time. The specific form of Eq. 2
for isotropic diffusion is
d8s+(QX t) = (±ic(Q) - DVU2),1(Q, t), (6)
ant under the rotations y -- wr ± y and -- ir B3.
Therefore, if initial spin density is homogeneously dis-
tributed over all tensor orientations, ,u ( Q, 0) =
.uODO~(), spin density bears the same symmetry
at all times and may thus be expanded more com-
pactly in terms of the normalized eigenfunctions
V/(41+ )1 /8r2(D 2m0O(U) + D21 0(9)). Neglecting
terms with 1 larger than a specific value L and substitut-
ing the expansion in Eq. 6, this equation reduces to a
matrix equation of the orderN = (L + )(L + 2)/2, the
formal solution of which is
g (0 = eMt+(0) (9a)
and
IM(t) = eMtt-(O) (9b)
where g+ (t) and g- (t) have been redefined as vectors
containing the N expansion components of the positive
and negative-helicity component, respectively, the ma-
trix M contains the couplings among the coefficients in
A+(t), and M* is the complex conjugate ofM. To calcu-
late the FID the positive-helicity component must be
integrated over all tensor orientations (Eq. 1). All ex-
pansion terms vanish under this integration, except for
the first, isotropic term. If initial spin density is homoge-
neously distributed over all tensor orientations, as as-
sumed earlier, the normalized HD S(t) is proportional
to the "upper-left" element of the exponential matrix
with the combined Zeeman and orientation dependent
chemical shift interaction expressed in terms of the
Wigner functions D',m(afly) = exp(im',y)d2,m((#) X
exp(ima) (20, 21 ) as
co(Q) = wo + w0o0 + woFoD2o(g)
+ woF2(D20(Q) + D220(g)), (7)
where w0 = yBo is the Zeeman angular frequency, ao =
(CaII + O22 + a33 )/ 3 is the isotropic shift, Fo = ( a33- 0) is
the anisotropy parameter, and F2 = ('22 - ,1 )! V6 char-
acterizes the asymmetry ofthe chemical shift tensor with
Cartesian components al,I, 22, and a33. Isotropic diffu-
sion is represented in Eq. 3 by the differential operator
,2 DC D 02
D sin + (8)n1 sin dfd (l ad sin2 # Cly 2' (8)
where D denotes the diffusion coefficient. Utilizing the
method of Freed (9, 15) Eq. 6 is solved by making an
expansion of the two transversal spin density compo-
nents in Wigner functions D',m(Q) being eigenfunc-
tions of the diffusion operator. In contrast with the usual
procedure, however, we carry out our simulations in the
time domain, because the calculation of free induction
decays can be more easily extended to the calculation of
echoes and transversal relaxation decays.
As follows from Eqs. 7 and 8, the chemical shift and
the diffusion operator are independent of a and invari-
S(t) = (eMt)ii, (10)
(see Eq. 3) where the exponential matrix is calculated by
diagonalizing M. It follows from Eqs. 9a and 9b that a r
pulse, which interchanges the positive and negative-heli-
city component at time r, produces an echo given at
time 2-r + t by
E(2r, t) = (eM(I+t)eM*r )i (11)
(see Eq. 4). Fourier transformation of a calculated FID
or echo produces the corresponding lineshape. A powder
average decay can be calculated for a series of X values
using Eq. 11 by setting t = 0. Note that in this case the
product matrix ofthe two exponential matrices is hermi-
tian, so that its diagonal elements are real and the trans-
versal decay is purely absorptive.
Uniaxial diffusion
In the uniaxial diffusion model the orientation of the
principal axis system ofthe chemical shift tensor is speci-
fied by the Euler angles O' = (a, (, oy) in a coordinate
system fixed in a rotor, representing the virion. The ori-
entation ofthis rotor axis system in the laboratory frame,
in turn, is given by £" = (k, 0, V/). In an isotropic powder,
the rotors are randomly oriented with respect to the mag-
netic field. The number of relative chemical shift tensor
orientations within the virion may vary from a single one
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in Pfl or three in TMV to a large value representing a
nucleic acid backbone without structural correlation to
the viral coat geometry, like bacteriophage fd (5, 8). In
this model it is assumed that there is an isotropic distri-
bution of relative chemical shift tensor orientations in-
side the virion. By introducing the spin density operator
p( Q", Q I, t), the specific form of Eq. 2 for rotor diffusion
is
dA+(0, {n, t) D
dt = p2 A+(E) {Nel I O
+ (iw(E) A, ) _ 2D A+(03 4/ t)
+ 52 A 03 4n+l v t), (15a)
combined with the equations for the boundaries
dj+(Q", L, t)
= (+iw(Q", QI) + f)+(Ql£', t), (12)dt
with the combined Zeeman and chemical shift interac-
tion
(£(Q", Q') = So + (OUO +±OO
2
X E D2mOfQ" )[FOD 2 ( Q)Om
ml=-2
+ F2(D2M, (£Q2) + D22m'(£Q ))]
=COO + COoUo + CO
2
X z dM,,(0)[FOdOM,,(/) + F2(d2m,(f)e2iY
ml=-2
+ d22m,(f)e-2i)Iei'm'(#+a) (13)
where the parameters are explained in Eq. 7. For uniax-
ial diffusion restricted to angles 41 E[i-t', - X, V/0 + X], the
diffusion operator rL in Eq. 12 is defined on this interval
as
w(i ,(411d) -D A+(ai6) t)
+D2+@s)2t ( 15b)
^2~~ ~~~ p+ A+-1 (E, 12
i(E)(, ON) -D A8+(0 4N, O. ( I 5c)
d d+t(, PN, O
dt
For free rotor diffusion we take X = ir and connect the
boundaries by defining exchange between /N and 4,',. By
combination ofthe Ncomponents in the vector ,+(O, I,
t) and the shift and the diffusion factors in the symmetric
matrix M Eq. 12 may be rewritten as a matrix equation,
the formal solution of which is
IA+(O, t) = eMtA+(, 0). (16a)
Also here the analogous solution for the negative-helicity
component is simply
= 2
ro=D -it' + DB4,(VIt'I X), (14)
where D(02/dt2 ) denotes the free uniaxial diffusion oper-
ator (10) and B,( 4', X) is a boundary operator, which
vanishes everywhere except at the edges and ensures that
FA fulfils the conditions rF 1 = 0 and ( rPf( Q))>= 0 (see
above). It follows from the symmetry properties of Eqs.
12, 13, and 14 that, if spin density is homogeneously
distributed over all rotor orientations and the relative
tensor orientations at time t = 0, A ( Q", Q ', t) are inde-
pendent of at any time. Furthermore, as a and are
rotation angles about the same axis, there is no way to
distinguish between a-diffusion, {-diffusion, or a combi-
nation of both and Au( Q", Q£', t) should be a function of
41 + a rather than of 41 and a separately. By redefining the
average angle as 4' + a> and the fluctuating angle
as A + a - 41. and collecting the nonfluctuating angles in
= (0, To 3, fy) the notation for the spin density compo-
nents can be changed to u+ (0, 4', t).
Following the procedure of Dufourc et al. ( 10), we
solve Eq. 12 by using a finite-difference approximation
ofthe diffusion operator. To simulate the effect ofuniax-
ial diffusion restricted by ±X on the positive-helicity com-
ponent, N discrete values 4',n are taken from the interval
[- X, +X] with a constant difference a between subse-
quent values. Exchange among these N orientations is
calculated from the coupled equations for 2 < n <N - 1
ii-(0, t) = m-ti(O, 0). ( 16b)
Because the FID is proportional to the positive-helicity
component, Eq. 16a must be summed over all orienta-
tions (Eq. 1). If at t = 0 all orientations have the same
spin density, i.e., ut+(0, 0) = A.( 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1), the
normalized contribution S(0, t) to the FHD by N diffu-
sion-coupled orientations for a specific combination of
static angles 0 is
X,,t ('jj ( 17 )
where the exponential matrix is calculated by diagona-
lizing M (see Appendix). A or pulse at time r produces
an echo given at time 2T + t by
E(0, 2r t) = z (em(T+t)emT)u. (18)
A way to calculate Eq. 18 efficiently is discussed in the
Appendix. To simulate a FID, an echo or an average
transversal decay curve of a powder of randomly ori-
ented rotors, Eqs. 17 and 18 should be integrated for all
rotor orientations (0, 4'.) and summed over all internal
chemical shift tensor orientations (/3, 'y). Fourier trans-
formation of a simulated FID or echo produces the
corresponding lineshape. Like for isotropic diffusion the
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decay of transversal coherence is purely absorptive due
to the hermitian character of the product matrix of the
two exponential matrices in Eq. 18.
Ultra-slow and fast diffusion
For very slow and fast diffusion matrix calculations as
discussed above are not necessary and faster simulation
procedures can be used instead. Here we discuss such
alternative procedures, because they provide indepen-
dent checks for the limiting behavior ofthe isotropic and
uniaxial diffusion models. For very slow diffusion with a
diffusion coefficient D much smaller than the inhomo-
geneous linewidth W.( u33 - a01)1, the lineshape is
hardly influenced by motion and can well be calculated
following one of the standard procedures for simulating
static lineshapes (21 ). If the diffusion coefficient is even
smaller than the average motion-induced homogeneous
linewidth, transversal relaxation may also be calculated
in an alternative way. In this case it may be assumed that
within a time that the echo intensity decays to typically
e-1 ofits initial value, spin density mainly spreads out to
orientations close to its initial orientation. As a conse-
quence the variation of chemical shift as a function of
orientation is well approximated by a "local" linear or
bilinear field gradient. It has been derived earlier that the
Hahn echo in a linear field gradient G decays in a nonex-
ponential way as exp(-DG2t3/ 12) (19, 22). Similarly
we find for ultra-slow uniaxial diffusion (neglecting
boundary effects in the case of restricted diffusion)
dQ f dg'exp( -D(OW/9V)2t3/ 12)
f dl f dQ '
(19a)
with a linewidth 1 /(7rT2). In contrast, fast uniaxial dif-
fusion does not completely average the chemical shift
anisotropy. Replacing the complex exponentials in Eq.
13 by their average value exp { im'(#p + a) } sinc(m'X) on
the interval KiP + a - X, + a + X>, where sinc(m'X)
denotes sin( m' X)/( m'X), one obtains the average chemi-
cal shift expression for fast rotor diffusion with restric-
tion half-angle X as
2
=wo + wo(u0 + wo 2: d2 0 0 [ o
m '--2
+ F2(d2m,(i3)e2i- + d22m,(f)e-2if)
eim'(4+a) sinc(m'X). (20)
From Eq. 20 the lineshape may be simulated numeri-
cally by calculating <w> for a large number ofcombina-
tions (cos 0, + a, cos (3, y).
In the limit of short correlation times, T2e may be cal-
culated using the Redfield approximation, which relates
T2, to the spectral density. The general equation for the
transversal relaxation for a chemical shift tensor under-
going axially symmetric diffusion is
2
1/Tu = (1/40)(WOF0)2 c1(Q) {3J1(wo) + 4Ji(0)}, (21)
i=O
where ci ( Q ) are geometric parameters relating the princi-
ple axis systems of the diffusion and the chemical shift
tensors, and Ji(w) are the spectral density functions 2rj/
(1 + W2r?), with correlation times -r depending on the
diffusion model (23). In the case of isotropic diffusion
To = ri = T2 = 1/(6D) and Kco(Q) + cl(Q) + c2(Q)> =
(1 + ?22/3), so that for correlation times shorter than T2,
but larger than 1 1wo, the general equation simply re-
duces to
and for ultra-slow isotropic diffusion
E(t, 0)
dQ exp(-D{(Ow/013)2 + (sin #)-2(aw/ay)2}t3/12)
fdQ
(19b)
Eqs. 1 9a and 19b show that the transversal decay E( t, 0)
can generally be described as F(Dt3), where F(x) is
some nonexponential, decaying function independent of
D. For this decay of the echo produced by a single wr
pulse, a transversal relaxation time T2C may be empiri-
cally defined by fitting a single exponential to the curve.
If F(x) reaches the value e-' for a specific value of x,
defined as x0, T~ should be approximately (X0/D)13.
Obviously, in the ultra-slow motion region T. is in-
versely proportional to the cube root of D.
For fast diffusion the lineshape may be calculated
from the time-averaged expression <w> for w. Under fast
isotropic diffusion chemical shift anisotropy is averaged
to <w> = w0 + wMcro and the lineshape becomes lorentzian
6DT2e =-6D (22a)
where M2 is the second moment of the static lineshape:
(1 /5)(w0F0)2( 1 + n22/3). For uniaxial diffusion ofa ro-
tor containing many randomly oriented shift tensors in-
side, J0(w) = 0, Tr. = l/D, r2 = 1/(4D), and Kc1(Q)> =
C2(fl)> = (2/5)(1 + n2/3). This may be substituted
into Eq. 21 to show that for D << (X0
(22b)T _ 2D2eM2'
To use Eq. 21 for restricted diffusion the spectral density
functions should be modified in a rather complicated
way (24). Instead, T2e may be approximately calculated
from a more simple equation, which for short correla-
tion times relates T2e to the portion AM2 of the second
lineshape moment M2 that is modulated by the motion
I
= AM2T,
T2e
(23)
(17, 18). Theoretically Eq. 23 disagrees with Eq. 5, be-
cause, as discussed above, the latter implicates that diffu-
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sion does not change the second moment. From Eq. 20,
however, which we derived neglecting the time-depen-
dent part of w, a second moment can be calculated for
fast uniaxial diffusion, which does vary as a function of
the restriction angle
M2(X) = M2(0){( 1/5) + (2/5) sinc2(2X)
+ (2/5) sinc2(2X)}, (24)
where M2(0) is the second moment of the static line-
shape (see Eq. 22a). From Eq. 24, AM2 may be calcu-
lated as M2(0) - M2(X). The occurrence of only one
correlation time in Eq. 23 provides another inconsis-
tency: two correlation times are necessary for unre-
stricted uniaxial diffusion and for the restricted case the
correlation function is multiexponential. Often, how-
ever, T = 1I ( 6D) is used as "the" correlation time of
unrestricted uniaxial diffusion ( 10). Substitution of
AM2 and T into Eq. 23 then yields
T2e =
6D
(2/5)M2(0)f{2 -sinc2(X)-sinc2(2X)} (2)
For free uniaxial diffusion, i.e., for X oox, Eq. 25 pre-
dicts a higher value for T2e than Eq. 22b. Interestingly,
the two equations would match if the average ofthe two
correlation times used in the derivation ofEq. 22b, (T1 +
2)/2 = 5/(8D), were taken for T. Both variants will be
compared with the outcome ofsimulations using the uni-
axial diffusion model (see below).
Combined diffusion
In the combined diffusion model nucleic acid backbone
motion, represented by very fast, restricted A[ or a-diffu-
sion, is superimposed on top of slow, free 4{-diffusion,
representing overall rotation of the virion as a whole.
The approach is the same as for the uniaxial diffusion
model (see above), except that Eq. 20 is used instead of
Eq. 13. The effect of the superimposed diffusion is thus
merely a pseudostatic reduction ofthe chemical shift an-
isotropy. In principle, both the fast restricted and the
slow free diffusion influence the lineshape and transver-
sal relaxation. It is assumed in this model, however, that
the overall diffusion is too slow to effect the lineshape,
whereas the superimposed, restricted diffusion is so fast,
that it only has an indirect effect on transversal relax-
ation by scaling the chemical shift anisotropy in a pseu-
dostatic way. Under these conditions the lineshape is
dominated by the fast, restricted motion and transversal
relaxation by the slow overall diffusion.
METHODS
All simulations were carried out on a gVAX and a VAX workstation
VS2000 (Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA) using self-made
Fortran programs as described in Theory. The double-precision com-
plex IMSL routine EIGCC (IMSL Inc., Houston, Texas) was employed
for matrix diagonalization. Lineshapes and powder average transversal
a
b
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FIGURE 1 Fourier transformed free induction decays (a) and echoes
at 2r = 60 As (b) for isotropic diffusion with a diffusion coefficient of 1,
2, 5, and 10 kHz.
relaxation decays presented here were simulated for 31P at 121.5 MHz
with relative chemical shift tensor values al, - a. = 77 ppm, u22 - O =
18 ppm, and m33 - U. = -95 ppm. For simulations of isotropic diffu-
sion, the number ofexpansion terms was taken as high as necessary for
lineshapes and relaxation curves not to change any more upon a fur-
ther increase. The exact number depended on the diffusion coefficient
D put into the calculation, but for D = 5 kHz as a typical example, the
expansion was truncated after 45 terms. For the other diffusion models
a random distribution of rotor orientations with respect to the mag-
netic field and a random distribution of relative chemical shift tensor
orientations within the virion were assumed. The number of angles 0,
f3, y between 0 and 7r/2, {O between 0 and 2 r and P between - X and X
(see Theory and Appendix) was taken high enough to observe no
change upon a further increase and depended on the diffusion coeffi-
cient D and the restriction halfangle X. Typically for a simulation using
the uniaxial diffusion model with D = 50 kHz and X = 1.25 rad 10
values each for cos 0 and 4,6, 5 values each for cos and oy, and 12 4/
values were taken into account. Except for the simulations of the fast
diffusion lineshapes, all simulations were carried out in the time do-
main. Lineshapes were obtained by Fourier transformation after multi-
plication with an exponential function corresponding to 1 kHz line-
broadening, in analogy with the processing of experimental data. For
the nonexponential powder average decays, a T2e value was defined by
fitting a single exponential to the calculated decay ( 11), which differs
from the e-' definition by Woessner et al. (25), but is closer to the
analysis of experimental decays in practice.
DISCUSSION
Isotropic diffusion
Fig. 1 shows the lineshape effect of isotropic diffusion
with a diffusion coefficient increasing from 1 to 10 kHz:
discontinuities get increasingly less pronounced and the
resonance line narrows more and more. Discontinuities
tend to be more pronounced in echo spectra than in FID
spectra caused by T2e anisotropy or, in particular, the
first derivatives of the chemical shift to [ and - being
zero at these positions (Eq. 1 9b). For fast diffusion, D >
10 kHz, powder average decays of transversal coherence
are practically indistinguishable from single exponen-
tials (not shown), which agrees with Redfield's relax-
ation theory for fast motions. Below 10 kHz, however,
the simulated relaxation decays are significantly nonex-
ponential, as expected from Eq. 5b, and T2e values de-
fined by least-square fitting a single exponential to the
simulated decay depend on the time domain sampled
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well with the simulation results for fast diffusion, which
proves that the isotropic diffusion model is consistent
with Redfield theory.
Uniaxial diffusion
I 00 \_ VX D D The influence ofuniaxial diffusion on 31P lineshapes and
= | relaxation curves has been calculated for various restric-
-'"---
tion half-angles and diffusion coefficients (Figs. 2 c and 3
20
_JK
\ | d). Hardly any lineshape effect is observed for rotor dif-
fusion with coefficients below I04 Hz or restriction half-
10 Jx angles below 0.5 rad. For diffusion coefficients larger
A than I05 Hz, the lineshape does not change upon a fur-
5L:J .JA .J J J | ther increase and above a half-angle of ir rad; the line-
0.6 0.9 12 1.5 shapes are indistinguishable from free rotor diffusion
x (ad) olineshapes at the same diffusion coefficients. contrast(rad) with the simulated lineshape for isotropic diffusion, the
FIGURE 2 Fourier transformed echoes at r =60 la for the threets lineshapes of Fourier transformed free induction decays
of uniaxial diffusion with various coefficients and restriction angles: differ only slightly from the corresponding echoes at 60
(a) combined diffusion, (b) fast diffusion, and (c) intermediate diffu- AS, probably as a consequence ofthe random orientation
sion. of shift tensors with respect to the rotor axis in this
model.
Powder average T2e values have been obtained by fit-
(see Fig. 3 a). In general, for fast motions Redfield ting the simulated echo decays to a single exponential. In
theory predicts T2 to become longer at increasing mobil- Fig. 3 b these T2 values are plotted versus the diffusion
ity and the opposite trend is proposed for slow motions
( 19). Indeed, our calculations show that for an increas-
ing diffusion coefficient D, T2, first decreases as a linear
function ofthe cube root ofD, and then passes through a
minimum for D = 5 kHz and finally becomes propor-
tional to D. A similar trend has been calculated by
Woessner et al. (25). Instead of the cube root depen-
dence in the slow motion region, Pauls et al. ( 17) have
suggested that for a process of large rotational jumps
among discrete sites Tu would be inversely proportional
to the jumping rate ( AD). However, in their jumping
model only spin density leaving the sites is taken into
account and the contribution of spin density arriving at
the sites is neglected, so that the corresponding jumping
operator r does not fulfill the condition rP = 0 (Eqs. 5a
and 5b). In an attempt to find an empirical formula for
T2e as a function ofD, it was found that the curves in Fig.
3 a fit well to T {(aD-/3)C+ (bD)c} l/c, where param-
eters a and b determine the limiting behavior for slow
and fast motion, respectively, and parameter c defines
the "sharpness" ofthe transition between the two limits.
As a consequence of this hyperbolic correlation, an ex-
perimentally observed Tu above the minimum value
can be interpreted in two ways and a lineshape analysis is
necessary to decide between the two. For slow diffusion
up to 1 kHz plots of echo decays E(t, 0) versus Dt3 are
independent of D, as expected from the linear field gra-
dient approximation (Eq. 19b). This also explains the
cube root dependence of Tu on D in the slow-motion
region. In the fast-motion region chemical shift anisot-
ropy relaxation can be calculated alternatively from
T2= 6D/M2 (Eq. 22a). As shown in Fig. 3 a this agrees
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FIGURE 3 T2e values as a function of the diffusion coefficients for (a)
isotropic diffusion, (b) uniaxial diffusion, (c) combined diffusion and
(d) fast diffusion. For isotropic diffusion (a) T2e values obtained by
fitting a single exponential to the powder average decay up to a time of
0.8 ms (D) and 1.6 ms (X) are shown in the same plot for comparison.
For the uniaxial and combined diffusion model the presented T2, values
are obtained by fitting up to 0.8 and 1.6 ms, respectively, for various
restriction half-angles: 0.6 rad (0), 0.9 rad (+), 1.2 rad (0), 1.5 rad (K),
and Xr rad (A). For the fast diffusion model T2, was calculated from Eq.
25. The broken lines in a and b represent the T2, values calculated using
the Redfield approximation for isotropic diffusion (Eq. 22a) and free
uniaxial diffusion (Eq. 22b), respectively.
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coefficients for a number of restriction angles. Similarly
as for isotropic diffusion, the curves fit well to T2e =
{(aD- 1/3)c + (bD)c} 1/c. Thus, for slow motion T2e is
inversely proportional to the cube root of D, reaches a
minimum value in the intermediate region, and is pro-
portional to D for fast motions. Again we find for slow
diffusion that plots of echo decays E( t, 0) versus Dt3 are
independent of D and that Eq. 19a provides a good ap-
proximation, which explains the cube root dependence
of T2e on D in the slow-motion region. For fast, unre-
stricted diffusion about a single axis, T2e may be calcu-
lated alternatively from T2e = 2D/M2 (Eq. 22b). This
agrees well with the outcome of the simulations for fast
diffusion with restriction half-angle ir (Fig. 3 b).
Fig. 3 b also shows the effects of motional amplitude
on T2e. For a given diffusion coefficient, T2e decreases as
the restriction angle becomes larger, but for coefficients
below 1 kHz the curves in Fig. 3 b start to coincide.
Apparently, for ultraslow diffusion the fraction of spin
density that actually reaches the boundaries within a
time comparable to T2e is neglectable. In contrast, for
fast motion the curves are well resolved. Relaxation
curves simulated for a restriction half-angle of ir are indis-
tinguishable from free rotor relaxation curves.
The presence of the restriction half-angle X as another
fitting parameter beside the diffusion coefficient D com-
plicates the interpretation of experimental data. A con-
tinuous set of parameter pairs (D, X) share the same T2,
value (Fig. 3 b), so that the observed transversal relax-
ation can be interpreted in many ways, especially when
noise hides detailed features ofthe relaxation curve. Like-
wise, a continuous set of (D, X) lineshapes can be simu-
lated that fit to the experimental line equally well. Even
the theoretical lineshape simulated for free diffusion at
20 kHz is hard to distinguish from the one simulated for
D = 50 kHz and X = 1.5 rad (Fig. 2 c). Obviously, only a
combined analysis of lineshape and transversal relax-
ation must be used to unequivocally interpret the data.
model can be useful to make a quick estimation of the
motional amplitude and frequency.
Combined diffusion
Utilizing the combined diffusion model, lineshapes and
relaxation decays have been simulated for several combi-
nations of internal restriction half-angles X and overall
diffusion coefficients D. For coefficients below 5 kHz lin-
eshapes are hardly influenced by slow overall diffusion,
but only depend on the internal restriction angles (Fig. 2
a). Slow overall diffusion does, however, influence
transversal relaxation (Fig. 3 d). In the frequency region
up to 5 kHz investigated, T2e is inversely proportional to
the cube root of D, as expected for ultraslow diffusion. In
contrast to the T2e trend observed in the uniaxial diffu-
sion simulations, where T2e shortens as the restriction
half-angle X increases, the combined diffusion model
predicts that T2e becomes larger at increasing X, because
internal motions with larger amplitudes average the shift
anisotropy to a larger extend and thereby reduce the
chemical shift fluctuations caused by overall diffusion
more. The curves for X = 0.6 and 0.9 rad in Fig. 3 c
almost coincide, indicating that very fast, internal mo-
tion with amplitudes below rad hardly influence T2e.
Clearly, under these circumstances transversal relax-
ation is dominated by the overall diffusion alone.
In the strategy for interpreting experimental results in
terms ofcombined diffusion, the first step is the determi-
nation of the internal restriction angle from the line-
shape using the fast diffusion model. Then, for this re-
striction angle the overall diffusion coefficient can be
obtained from an analysis of the relaxation curve using
the combined diffusion model. This procedure of ex-
tracting X from the experimental lineshape first and then
D from the observed relaxation curve is much less time
consuming than a "two-dimensional" searching proce-
dure necessary to unequivocally determine X and D using
the uniaxial diffusion model discussed above.
Fast uniaxial diffusion
Fast diffusion lineshapes, calculated from Eq. 20, corre-
spond well to the lineshapes simulated for fast diffusion
using the uniaxial diffusion model (Fig. 2 b). Clearly, the
neglect of the time dependent part of co from which Eq.
20 was derived is allowed in the fast frequency region. In
contrast, T2, values calculated from Eq. 25 do not match
the values simulated for uniaxial diffusion. The order of
magnitude, however, is the same and the tendency of
increasing T2e with decreasing X is comparable. Given
the earlier discussed inconsistency between Eqs. 5a and
23 on a theoretical basis, the similarity between the out-
come ofthe two methods is striking. The alternative vari-
ant of Eq. 25, derived by taking r = 5/(8D), does not
provide a better approximation, except for X > 1 rad. In
the analysis of experimental data the fast diffusion
CONCLUSION
In summarizing the simulation results discussed above,
it is convenient to divide motional amplitudes into three
ranges. Small amplitude motions do not cause detect-
able lineshape effects; e.g., uniaxial diffusion with a re-
striction half-angle < 0.5 rad (300) hardly influences the
lineshape. Obviously, one should be careful to conclude
the absence of motion from the absence of motional
narrowing alone. In this range motional information can
best be obtained from relaxation studies. Motions with
larger amplitudes can significantly alter the lineshape.
An intermediate amplitude range may be distinguished
between 0.5 and 1.5 rad, where lineshape and transversal
relaxation are sensitive to small changes in the ampli-
tude. The third range consists of still larger amplitudes.
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In this region lineshapes and transversal relaxation are
insensitive to amplitude changes and restricted motion
hardly can be distinguished from unrestricted motion.
A similar division can be made for motional frequen-
cies as well. The slow-motion range contains low fre-
quencies as compared with static linewidth and correla-
tion times in the order ofthe transversal relaxation time
T2e or longer. In this region diffusion does not alter the
lineshape in a detectable way and causes nonexponential
relaxation. Typically the powder average decay of the
echo E(t, 0) is a function of Dt3 and T2e is inversely
proportional to the cube root ofthe diffusion coefficient.
In contrast, in the fast-motion region lineshapes are gen-
erally strongly narrowed and transversal relaxation is ex-
ponential. Within this frequency region the lineshape is
dominated by the time-independent part ofthe chemical
shift interaction and transversal relaxation is well de-
scribed by the Redfield theory. In the intermediate re-
gion the time-dependent part ofthe chemical shift inter-
action cannot be neglected in lineshape calculations and
the Redfield theory is not applicable. Other methods are
necessary to simulate lineshapes and transversal relax-
ation.
The diffusion models discussed in this article serve to
interpret the 31P lineshapes and powder average decays
measured for large virions in viscous gels. The applica-
tion of these models on our NMR results obtained for
M 13 and TMV will be treated in a following article.
APPENDIX
Speeding up uniaxial diffusion
simulations
An echo or free induction decay can be calculated from Eq. 18 for a
series of t or T values, respectively. After diagonalizingM = DAD' the
calculation may proceed in a straightforward way
2: ( em(r+t)eM*7 i
i,j
N N N N N
= z z z E z DjkeA"(7+0D XD* eA *1r(D.I)*. (Al)
i=l j=l k=1 1=1 m=l
Due to the symmetry properties of matrix M, matrix D can be ortho-
gonalized by normalizing its columns, so that the inverse matrix D-
can quickly be obtained by simple transposition. Still, however, the
multiple sum in Eq. Al for every t or T value separately takes much
computer time, which increases as the fifth power of the number of
sites. Furthermore Eq. Al also should be summed over many rotor
orientations (0, t,) and internal chemical shift tensor orientations ((i,
y). Therefore, speeding up the simulation is therefore essential for a
practical use. A more efficient way is to calculate in a first step
N
Akm Drrm E Dik9(A2)
1=1
and in the second step
N
Bm(T, t) = z A[eAkk(T+t)n (A3)
k=l
To simulate an echo, Bm( T, t) is calculated for a specific value ofr and a
series of t values and the echo is obtained from
N
z (em('+t)eM*r)ij = E Bm(T, t)Bm*(r, 0) (A4)
i,j m=1
To simulate a decay, Bm ( T, O) is calculated for a series of T values and
the decay follows from
N(emrem*')ij = Bm (Tr 0) I' (A5)
i,j m=1
Assuming that the rotors are randomly oriented in an isotropic powder
and that the chemical shift tensors are also randomly oriented within
every rotor separately (as may be the case for Ml13), Eqs. A4 and A5
still have to be summed over a large variety of rotor orientations (0, 4.)
and internal chemical shift tensor orientations (/3, -y). It is well known
that, for simulating static powder lineshapes, only part of the orienta-
tions within an isotropic powder has to be taken into account due to the
symmetry of the chemical shift anisotropy (21 ). Likewise, symmetric
properties ofEq. 13 reduce the number ofrotor and tensor orientations
that are actually needed in rotor diffusion simulations. Using the prop-
erties dmm,() = (-)mm'd mm,(,B) and dmm',(,B) = (-1)m x
d2 m,( /) and combining the terms +m', the anisotropic part ofEq.
13 may be rewritten as
w0odoo(0)[Fodoo(/3) + 2F2d2 (/) cos (2y)]
+ 2wod0o(0)[Fod21 () cos (p)
+ F2(d21(/3) cos (ep + 2'y)
22,(7r - 0) cos ((p - 27))]
+ 2wod2(0)[Fod22(0) cos (2(p)
+ F2(d22(l) cos (2Sp + 2'y)
+ d22(2r - /) cos (2p - 2'y))], (A6)
where (p = V + a. Eq. A6 shows that the chemical shift is invariant
under the rotations (0, so) -* (r - 0, 7r + s), (/3, (p) - (w - /3, w + (p),
y- wr + y, and ( y, sp) -- (r - y, 2w - p). The diffusion operator (Eq.
14) is invariant under these rotations as well. Thus, if for rotor diffu-
sion simulations sp is sampled from the whole interval <0, 27r>, the
lineshape is sufficiently defined by 0, /3, and y taken from <0, 7r/2>,
which only represent one-sixteenth of all possible orientations.
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